PRODUCT
DATASHEET

CLASSIFIER
REPORTING
DEMONSTRATING COMPLIANCE AND
VERIFYING USER BEHAVIOUR
AT A GLANCE
Data classification delivers many benefits but it’s
important that you can measure that success and
demonstrate the value to your compliance and
governance teams. Classifier Reporting provides a
reporting infrastructure, the Classifier Reporting System,
together with a fully featured reporting tool in the form
of the Classifier Reporting Console.
All Classifier products contribute to a comprehensive
audit trail through the common services of the Classifier
Platform. Classifier Reporting utilises this rich activity
data to provide both structured audit data and a
powerful analytics toolset.
As information security becomes more people-focussed
the need to ‘Trust but Verify’ your user’s behaviour is
critical and Classifier Reporting fully supports you in that
mission.
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CLASSIFIER
REPORTING
KEY FEATURES

PRODUCT
DATASHEET

DEMONSTRATE VALUE

EXTEND AND INTEGRATE

OUT-OF-THE-BOX
Built in dashboards and reports provide a ‘load and go’
capability with a sample database to illustrate the full solution
value, and help you tailor the views and reports to your needs

AUDIT DATABASE
An audit database forms the core of the Classifier Reporting
System with an open schema allowing you to easily export
the data to other analysis tools such as SIEM and predictive
analytics. The SQL database extends the Classifier Platform
to offer third-party solutions the ability to extract structured
audit data

FULLY CUSTOMISABLE
Simple to use editors are provided for Dashboards and
Reports so that you can fully tailor the reporting outputs to
reflect your policy and business needs.

HIGHLIGHT COMPLIANCE
DASHBOARD VIEWS
Graphical dashboard views provide a rapid assessment of
current status and trends, each with a drill-down capability to
provide more granular information as required
REPORTS
Flexibility to generate and distribute reports and dashboard
views as PDF documents and other file types, tailored for
specific audiences within your business. .

DIRECTORY INTEGRATION
Built-in integration with Microsoft Active Directory allows
user identities and departmental membership details to be
included in the reports.
EASY EXTENSION
Tools such as Microsoft Excel can be easily used to extract
audit data and create reports combining data from other
sources.

UNDERSTAND BEHAVIOUR
FORENSIC QUERIES
Drill-down from the dashboard summaries into the underlying
data in order to reveal contributing factors such as anomalous
user behaviour
TREND ANALYSIS
Use timeline analysis to highlight behavioural patterns and
identify insider threats

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
ÃÃ Windows 7 or later (32-bit or 64-bit)
ÃÃ Microsoft NET Framework 4
ÃÃ SQL Server 2008 or later
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